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The Boston Society of Civil Engineers Section/ASCE has 

recently reevaluated its 70-year-old journal and is committing new 

resources to the production of a new and different journal designed 

to attract a broad, national readership, 

The new journal, Ciyil Engineering Practice; Journal of the 

Boston society of Ciyil Engineers section ASCE, will attempt to 

capture the spirit and substance of contemporary Civil Engineering 

in a careful selection of articles comprehensive in scope, yet 

clear to the non-specialist, Key emphasis will be placed on 

techniques now being applied successfully in the analysis, 

justification, design, construction, operation and maintenance of 

Civil Engineering works, It will cover the various technical and 

professional divisions of Civil Engineering with discrimination, 

understandability and balance, 

The new journal will appear twice yearly, in Winter/Spring and 

Summer/Fall issues, Volume 71, Nos, 1 & 2 (a combined issue), 1985, 

of The Journal of the Boston society of civil Engineers represents 

the last issue of that publication, The first issue of c.i.Y.il 

Engineering Practice will be the Winter/Spring 1986 issue, Please 

contact the Editor, BSCE Journal, 236 Huntington Ave,, Boston, MA 

02115-4701, for subscription and advertising rates for C.iY.il 

Engineering Practice, BSCE members will receive the new journal as 

part of their membership fees, 

Ciyil Engineering Practice welcomes article submissions, For 

guidelines see the following page, 
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Submission of Papers for Publication 

Articles on subjects related to civil engineering, either 

technical or professional, are welcomed and will be considered for 

publication. Unless you have already prepared the article, please 

submit an outline of what you propose to do/cover for our review 

and comments, Each article must be the original work of the 

author(s). If published or offered for publication elsewhere, this 

should be mentioned in a cover letter, Earlier oral presentation, 

or membership in BSCES or ASCE, are not prerequisites for 

publication, After review, authors will be notified either that the 

article has been accepted, accepted with changes suggested by 

reviewers, or not considered suitable for publication, Please send 

three copies of an outline or article to the Editor, BSCE Journal, 

236 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115-4701, 

All manuscripts should be typed, double-spaced on 8,5" x 11" 

paper with l" margins, Recommended manuscript length is 24 - 40 

typed, double-spaced pages (approximately 6,000 - 10,000 words). 

All artwork (photos, figures, charts, graphs, tables, etc,) 

should accompany the final manuscript, Photos should be black and 

white glossy prints. If you need the artwork returned to you, 

please note so on the reverse side of each piece, 

Please keep the style of writing for article similar to the 

style of writing in Scientific American. Please remember that our 

readership is across sll the divisions of Civil Engineering. If 

there are particular terms, acronyms, procedures, etc, that might 

not be familiar to other practicing Civil Engineers in other 

divisions, please define them clearly and concisely, 

Please. refrain from mentioning a particular company's services 

or products if a generic product name or service or procedure can 

be substituted, 




